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Introduction

The Expert’s Guide to Removing Airfield Markings

This surface preparation removal guide serves

We will demonstrate how surface preparation

to assist owners, estimators, design professionals,

rotation plays a critical role in achieving the right

inspectors and contractors in best managing the

profile and encourage specifiers to add the phrase

surface preparation and removal requirements

“rotary erasing” to their surface preparation speci-

before, during and after pavement markings are

fications to eliminate confusion with the term

removed and/or replaced.

“grinders,” and help all parties successfully achieve
the right surface profile without grooving, ghost

Proper surface preparation is an extremely im-

lines or undulations.

portant factor in the successful performance of the
pavement surface and markings.
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Remove Airfield Markings

If you are involved in removing pavement

It includes (1) inspection of the substrate, (2)

markings, or preparing existing asphalt or concrete

removal and replacement of the surface, (3) de-

surfaces for new pavement markings, this guide

contamination of the surface from old pavement

will help you select the right machine, cutter tool,

markings, (4) creation of surface profile, and (5) re-

set-up pattern and removal process for the right

pair of surface irregularities.

surface preparation profile.
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Airfield Markings Removal Challenge

Remove markings without
surface scarring or damage
to the asphalt surface on
MCO Juliet Runway 17L-35R

Erasing . . . Makes the Bad GOOD
Airfield operations like DFW have found a faster, more
cost-effective way to remove thickly painted markings
(a hazardous FOD source) from concrete and asphalt surfaces.

The SMITH X3 Eraser has taken off
again! This time it’s the paint on the
MCO Taxiway, leaving a bevel-edge,
water-blast-like profile.

CHALLENGE:

Remove Airfield Markings per FAA Airport Construction Standards (AC 150/5370-10) Item P-620-3.3

EQUIPMENT:

SMITH X3 (triple head) Rotary Eraser outfitted with Erase-it 48 cutters powered by a Toolcat hiflow skidloader

LOCATION:

MCO Orlando Airfield Marking Symposium (11/06/2013), Juliet Runway 17L-35R

SURFACE:

Waterborne paint markings applied 30mils thick on asphaltic concrete surface (HMA).

RESULTS:	
The surface was left sound, clean and dry without noticeable surface scarring for immediate reapplication of paint.
See video at www.removefaster.com, or on YouTube (Cuttersmithy channel).

They have qualified striping contractors - like Ben Ives of
Hi-Lite Markings, remove multiple layers of reflective paint with a
SMITH X3 Rotary Eraser.
“It quickly removes years of paint stripe build-up without
unsightly grooves or ghost lines. The SMITH X3 Eraser also
removes without water, so unsealed surfaces are never
undermined by high-pressure blasting. Plus, work can be
performed in all climates, year-round.”
Hi-Lite’s SMITH X3 erasing airfield markings

Taking off markings by erasing never looked so good.

Not SMITHing? It’s Not Lasting!
SMITHing assures removal success - achieving the correct profile by using the proper equipment,
cutter tools and removal process when taking off or replacing markings. When you SMITH first (clean, dry,
texturize), surfaces become safer and last longer.
Since 1990, SMITH Manufacturing is the USA’s premier producer of fast and easy removal equipment and cutter tools that hard-working contractors use to prepare their hard surfaces, on time and under budget.
To learn how you can make your bad GOOD on airfields, highways and parking areas, contact SMITH today, or
visit SMITH Manufacturing at airfields.SMITHmfg.com
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Surface Preparation Process

How to Erase Very
Thick Airfield Markings (
1/4”+)
The following steps will speed up removing thickly applied traffic paints that exhibit both viscous and elastic
characteristics from years of accumulation.

paints, it is important to keep the surface temperatures cool enough to avoid the pavement markings
from becoming soft and gummy. Blowing cool air inside the removal chamber while collecting all materials using a shallow removal cut process with a vacuum
system is essential. Any removed material cuttings
must be collected and not be allowed to remain on
the surface or scattered to a new location.

1. Equipment Selection: Select both Rotary and Drum
Style equipment starting and finishing with Rotary
(SMITH X-Series Erasers with PM3000 and PM3001
tungsten carbide spike cutters or high-pressure
waterblasting) with an intermediate step of introducing a self-propelled drum-style scarifier (SMITH SPS10,
EZOFF, FS350, FS390, others) with tungsten-carbide
milling, scraping or stripping cutters to lift, peel and
scrape away the thicker materials. Select a machine
that has enough weight that will not bounce, holding
the cutters at a fixed position and with enough power
to allow the cutters to eradicate the coatings from the
hard surface. The equipment cutter drums and eraser
spindle assemblies must be outfitted with the right
aggressive cutter and/or coarse-cut set-up pattern. A
vacuum system shall be mounted to the equipment to
contain all airborne dust and debris.

4. Final Pass: When most of the materials have been re-

moved (less than 20% remaining), a final rotary erase
with PM3001 cutters, using the same outside-to-inside
removal pattern, will eradicate the remaining materials, as well as profile the substrate with the required
CSP for the next marking application. If the area will
not be remarked, the surface can be bevel-edged
smooth, leaving the correct CSP for an asphalt sealer,
or a profile that will ultimately blend in with the surrounding unmarked surface.

2. Removal Process: Work the equipment cutter assemblies from the edges of the stripe on the unmarked
surface, moving the equipment side-to-side using
shallow passes to scrape and lift off the thick striping
material. Do not allow the cutters to remain on the
center of the marking, or it will compress the materials
and not lift the coatings off the surface.
3. Keep Cool: When removing thick, flexible, multi-layer

©2019 Smith Manufacturing
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Surface preparation is a process by which a surface is
treated physically to enhance the bond strength of any
new material installed. Preparing asphalt or concrete surfaces for installing pavement markings starts with getting
the surface in the “highest condition of readiness” so the
new markings will not fail due to poor surface conditions.

language that is not ambiguous. Having surface preparation defined as a separate line bid item in your pavement
marking specifications will assure compliance.
Existing pavement markings should only be removed
under these conditions, (1) do not meet minimum reflectivity standards, (2) markings are too thick, (3) have poor
pavement adhesion, (4) incompatible with the new marking material, (5) the marking layout must be reconfigured.
When removing and replacing a pavement marking symbol in a work zone or on the final surface, use techniques,
like rotary erasing or rotary water blasting, to assure the
surface will meet FAA Airport Construction Standards (AC
150/5370-10) Item P-620-3.3. It is recommended to use a
process that will not groove, undulate or caste a shadow
or appearance of false lines (ghost lines) in wet, nighttime
conditions. Removal by “painting out” or covering-up the
old pavement markings with a black paint on asphalt surfaces or grey paint on concrete is not considered an acceptable removal technique.

To get the surface ready to accept new markings
requires that the substrate is durable, flat or pitched to
specifications, clean (free of surface contaminants), SSD,
and profiled. The party responsible for the installation of
pavement markings shall remove all sources of pavement
marking failure (water vapor, joints, cracks, contaminants,
aged substrates, prior pavement markings, cures, sealers,
etc.) using the appropriate surface-preparation method
(scarifying, blasting, erasing, grinding, milling, shaving,
etc.) according to the contract plans.
In the plans, the surface-prep process begins with an
assessment of the surface composition being treated, and
the pavement markings (if any) being applied. The material manufacturer provides guidance with specifications
of their product in order to select the correct surface-prep
equipment, removal or finishing methods to employ. Surface brushing or air blowing the surface alone should
not be an acceptable surface preparation method since
a surface profile (CSP1 - 9) increases the physical bond of
the marking to the substrate. It is the responsibility of the
pavement owner or entity to assure that specifications
regarding the surface preparation process is clear with
©2019 Smith Manufacturing
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Creating the Surface Profile (SP)
Removing Existing Pavement Markings (Decontamination):

SP1

SP2

SP3

SP4

SP5

Brush, Acid Etch

Grind

Fine Erase, Shave, Prep-it,
Light Blast

Medium Erase, Very Fine
(Strip, Mill, Scrape),
Light/Medium Blast

SP6

SP7

SP8

SP9

Coarse Erase, Fine Scarify,
Fine (Strip, Mill, Scrape),
Medium Blast

Coarse Scarify,
Scabble, Fine Planing

Very-Coarse Scarify,
Medium Planing

Medium Scarify, Medium Medium-Coarse Scarify,
(Strip, Mill, Scrape),
Coarse (Strip, Mill, Scrape),
Medium-Heavy Blast
Heavy Blast

“High-pressure water blasting shall not be used on any unsealed asphaltic or concrete surfaces.
Any removal system that may cause the substrate to rut or undermine shall be prohibited.”

Removing existing pavement markings and decontamination of the hard surface requires the removal of
existing coatings, pavement markings, oils, grease, wax,
high builds, polymers, acids and other contaminants by
the use of either detergent scrubbing, heavy duty cleaner/degreaser, water cleaning, steam cleaning, chemical
cleaning or a variety of surface-preparation cutting tools,
equipment and materials that can cut, scrape, abrade and
eradicate the contamination from the hard surface.

care must be taken to contain the removed contaminants
since they may not be completely removed from the surface during preparation although the surface may appear
clean and well profiled.

Removal of pavement markings, including thermoplastics, water borne paints perform tapes, epoxy, polyurea, modified urethanes, MMA, and raised markers/
buttons, require a variety of surface preparation removal
tools. They include scrapers, scarifiers, shavers and erasers, outfitted with a variety of cutting tools to help lift and
eradicate markings from the surface.

Avoiding moisture-related problems and understanding the options available for remediation once they occur
is important, so appropriate action is taken prior to the
new coating or topping is installed. For these reasons, it
is important to use a moisture vapor test and, if present,
take the appropriate action to allow water to leave the
surface and to install a vapor barrier coating membrane.

Test the acidity or alkalinity in the concrete surface
to be within the proper pH range. Use caution when applying decontamination methods that introduce large
amounts of water since they may contribute to moisture
related problems.

The success of these methods is dependent upon
the depth of penetration of the contaminant, its viscosity, surface permeability and exposure duration. Special

©2019 Smith Manufacturing
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Creation of a surface profile can be accomplished
by a variety of tools, equipment and materials, and is
dependent upon the type of surface to be prepared,
plus the type of system and material thickness to be
installed. All factors play an important role in the selection process. Regardless of the method selected or
tools employed, the final surface must allow for the
secure mechanical bond of the coating or topping to the
hard surface.

SP10

Coarse Planing

The type of service to which the structure will be
subjected will also help to define the degree of profile required. The surface profile is the measure of the average
distance from the peaks of the surface to the valleys as
seen through a cross sectional view of the hard surface.
This dimension is defined pictorially and through physical samples in the ICRI Technical Guideline No 03732, and
is expressed as a Concrete Surface Profile number (CSP
1-10).

Equipment Style and Material Thickness Removal SP Profile Table
Drum Style 		
Thickness
		
Profile				
SP
Mill/Plane 		
1” – 4” 			
Bulk Removal			
9
Scarify/Scabble
0.03” - 1” 		
Chip, level or scratch		
4-9
Shave/Groove 0.03” - 1		
Level, groove 			
2-3
Shotblast 		
0.01” – 0.25”		
Texture, clean
3-5
Rotary Style 		
Thickness
		
Profile				
SP
Water Blast		
0.01” – 0.250”		
Texture, clean			
3-9
Erasing/Eradicating 0.01” – 0.250”		
Scrape, abrade		
3-9
Acid Etching		0.00” – 0.01”		Clean				1
Grind/Polish		
0.00” – 0.125”		
Level, polish		
1
Others			
Thickness
		
Profile				
SP
Sand/Soda		
0.01” – 0.03”		
Texture, clean
		
3-5
Strip/Scrape		
0.01” – 0.25”		
Strip, lift
		
3-5
Broom/Air		
0.00”
None
			
3-5
©2019 Smith Manufacturing
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Surface Preparation Equipment
Shot Blast

Rotary Erase

Surface Preparation Table

Scarify

This table provides a guide for the degree of surface profile required for the coating or overlay
to be applied, as well as the preparation methods used to generate each profile, after general
Scarify/Plane/Shave

Water Blast

Scarify/Plane/Shave

removal (decontamination) of the prior pavement markings.

Surface Preparation For:
Final surface without overlays or
surface marks

There are three major types of airfield surfaces: (1)

The term “grinder” is too general a term and describes

Hot-mix asphalt concrete (HMAC), (2) Hydraulic cement

any planer, scarifier or rotary eraser. A scarifier or planer

concrete (HCC, Portland cement concrete) and (3) Open-

rotates horizontally on the surface leaving a vertical cut

graded bituminous pavements (surface treatments or

groove profile. A rotary eraser uses a planetary rotation

seal coats). Engineers expect a given pavement marking

offering bevel-edge surface profile without sharp-edge

material to perform differently on each of these surface

grooves. An eraser rotates in the same direction as water-

types based on surface roughness, heat sensitivity, and

blasting operations.

surface porosity. Depending upon conditions of the sur-

A push broom with nylon bristles, water, torch, an

face, one or more methods of mechanical or chemical sur-

electric leaf blower or vacuum are considered surface

face preparation may be required.

preparation equipment. If your specifications are not

Surface preparation equipment requires specific con-

clear, only the surface will be cleaned or dirt and debris

tract language to assure that your surface will be profiled

without the correct profile.

and prepared correctly. One style of machine cannot ac-

Surfaces receiving a new coating or topping overlay

complish every job, material type and surface profile. The

must be inspected after the surface is prepared to ensure

preferred methods for creation of a surface profile, includ-

that the substrate is sound and structurally durable. Areas

ing the removal of old pavement markings, are shot blast-

found to be unsound or non-durable must be removed

ing, sand blasting, scarifying, grinding, rotary erasing,

and replaced. Dust and other debris not removed during

needle scaling, and high-pressure water jetting.  

the initial surface preparation must be vacuumed, leaving

Since surface preparation comes in a variety of styles

Sealers

Thickness Surface Preparation Equipment
0 mils

Detergent scrub, low-pressure water, grinding,
rotary erasing

1, 2, 3

0-3 mils

Detergent scrub, low-pressure water, grinding,
very light rotary erasing

1, 2, 3

Grinding, light rotary erasing, very-light
scarification or light shotblast

2, 3, 4

Light shotblast, light scarification or medium
shotblast, medium rotary erasing

3, 4, 5

Water-borne and oil-based paints

4 - 15 mils

Epoxies, polyurea, thermoplastic,
preform tapes, modified
urethanes, MMA and other highbuild and coating applications

15 to 40
mils

Thermoplastic, preform tapes,
MMA and other high-build and
coating applications
Slurry, mortar systems, general
polymer overlays and other topping applications

SP

Light scarification, medium shotblast, medium
40 mils to
scarification, high-pressure water blasting, rotary
1/8”
erasing

1/8”+

Heavy shotblasting, hard rotary erasing, hard
scarification, scabbling, high-pressure water
blasting, flame blasting, milling, planing

4, 5, 6

5, 6, 7,
8, 9

the surface dust free, clean and SSD.

and is called by many terms, including “grinding,” it is important to have clear specification guidelines to assure
the type of equipment and surface profile required for the
next step is achieved.
©2019 Smith Manufacturing
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Removal Tools for Surface Prep
Mill/Plane when the surface is
in a poor condition and requires
complete restoration.

Water Blast to clean and profile
dust free finish on hard surfaces.

Scarify with selected cutter for light,
medium or heavy profiling, dust free

Rotary Erase leaves a bevel-edge
no-groove surface finish, dust free.

Test Deck Secrets Revealed

Shave/Groove for cutting control
trenches, grooves or leveling surfaces, dust free.

Grinding and Polishing for leveling
and leaving a polished finish.

There’s a secret most coating manufacturers never

Without clear surface-prep (SMITHing) specifications, the

reveal. To assure product approval, they SMITH-First prior

burden of performance rests solely on the contractor, an

to their coating installation. Why? Because their product

unjust practice. While the coating manufacturers may be

approval rate increases exponentially anytime their coat-

getting their products approved on test decks, in the real

ings are installed on a correctly profiled surface. SMITH-

world, their products will certainly fail without strong sur-

ing, a term defined here as using the right scarifier, cut-

face preparation specifications.

ter array, and up-cut removal process, produces the right

Governments and owners can achieve safer and last-

surface profile (CSP) for the coating to achieve a powerful

ing surfaces by adding specific surface preparation lan-

mechanical bond to the surface. SMITHing increases the

guage that call out profiles by CSP (1 - 9) and choosing

surface area so the coating can embed itself under, around

to separate surface prep from pavement markings as a

and deep into a structurally sound and dry substrate to

separate line bid item. Contractors need to demand and

prevent adhesion failures.

demonstrate the value of SMITH-First with their customers

Unfortunately this test deck secret isn’t always re-

before, during, and after their jobs so the test deck story is

vealed, resulting in many pavement marking specifica-

a secret no more.

tions written without detail surface preparation profiles.

SMITH X1
Shot Blasting to clean and profile flat
concrete surfaces, dry and dust free.

Sand/Soda Blasting cleans
and profiles surfaces

Stripping/Scraping cut and lifts gluedown vinyl, carpet and tile.

SMITH X3

Acid Etching for concrete cleaning
prior to painting.

©2019 Smith Manufacturing

Broom/Air sweeps off debris
and dirt.
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Cure and Sealing after prepping increases durability and strength.
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Rotary Rotation

SURFACE-PREP SOLUTIONS

Warning:
Add “Rotary Erasing” to
your specifications for fast,
easy and cost-effective
removal without grooving,
ghost lines or undulations
What’s Wrong with Using the Term “Grinder?”

Adding “rotary erasing” to your surface preparation

The term ‘grinder’ is too general of a term, and
loosely describes a machine (planer, scarifier, eraser) with an abrasive wheel design to finish surfaces
through a rotating process.

specifications will eliminate confusion and help all
parties successfully achieve the right surface profile
without grooving, ghost lines or undulations.

A scarifier or planer rotates horizontally on the
YOUR SPECIFICATIONS SHOULD READ:
surface, leaving a vertical-cut groove profile. A rotary
eraser uses a planetary rotation, offering a bevel-edge § “Remove existing markings, with a rotary removal
surface profile without sharp-edged grooves. An eras- method, such that scars or traces of removed marker rotates in the same direction as water blasting op- ings will not conflict with new pavement markings, by
erations.
a method approved by the Engineer.”

©2019 Smith Manufacturing
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Removal Requirements for Re-Marking in SAME location and in a NEW location
®
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Scope:
These specifications are intentionally separate from the pavement marking
materials application specification portion of the project to assure all parties
(Contractor, Engineer and Inspector) have clear guidelines and expectations on what is the acceptable and not acceptable pavement surface conditions when (1) Preparing New Asphalt or Concrete Pavement Surfaces for
markings, (2) Removal Requirements for Re-Marking in SAME location and
(3) Removal Requirements for Re-Marking in a NEW location
Definitions:
Markings are defined as all pavement markings, traffic stripes, road surface
markings or any device or material applied on a road surface, parking
space or facility to provide guidance and information to drivers and pedestrians. Surface Preparation is defined as creating a SP surface profile after
the removal of any dirt, oil, films, paint, coatings, cure, sealer, sound and
unsound asphalt or concrete and other materials that will interfere with the
adhesion or penetration of any sealer, coating or marking material. The
surface shall be profiled to open the pore structure of the substrate and
establish profiles suitable for the application of the specified marking material as recommended by the material manufacturer. SP Surface Profiles are
defined as the creation of a surface profile that can be accomplished by a
variety of tools, equipment and materials and is dependent upon the type
of surface to be prepared, plus the type of system and material thickness to
be installed. All factors play an important role in the selection process. Regardless of the method selected or tools employed, the final surface must
allow for the secure mechanical bond of the pavement marking to the hard
surface. The type of service to which the structure will be subjected will also
help to define the degree of profile required. The surface profile is the measure of the average distance from the peaks of the surface to the valleys
as seen through a cross sectional view of the hard surface. The dimension
is defined pictorially and through physical samples in the ICRI Technical
Guideline NO 07332 as is expressed as a Surface Profile Number SP 1 –
10 (SP1 is a nearly flat smooth surface and SP10 is an extremely rough
with amplitude greater than ¼” (6mm)).
Construction or Maintenance Work:
The details of the location of the surface preparation and removal work
shall be designated on the plan drawings or as required by the Engineer.
The Contractor and Engineer shall evaluate the surfaces prior to commencing removal operations so that all parties can acknowledge and record
existing pavement and/or joint conditions. The Contractor shall schedule
and coordinate the removal operations with the Engineer prior to the start
of any work.
Protection of Existing Pavement Surfaces and Markings:
The Engineer shall approve any safe operational equipment (scarifying,
blasting, erasing, grinding, milling, shaving, scraping, etc.), consumables
and removal process that will clean, dry and profile the surface to maximize
bonding strength for the marking materials while protecting the existing
pavement surface from damage. The Contractor shall not be held responsible for the repair of any pre-existing failed surface conditions, under or
adjoining the pavement markings. If discovered, the Contractor shall notify
the Engineer of the defect to take corrective action as specified under
the contract plans. Damage is defined as the result from the use of any
removal process that causes the surface structure to weaken or the substructure to undermine requiring remediation to correct the surface failure at
the Contractor’s expense. Any process that washes out the binder or sand
in asphalt and causes joint deterioration or fracturing concrete will not be
accepted. Any surface rutting, pitting or deep scarring, causing the surface
to deteriorate or deep grooving causing water to accumulate or pond is not
accepted. When water ponds where markings previously existed, they appear as false markings or ghost lines. All repairs as a result of the removal
operations shall be performed to the satisfaction of the Engineer at the
contractor’s expense. Since the removal process naturally leaves some
surface scars especially on undulated surfaces, the Engineer will determine
the limits and percentages of pavement marking removal to include the
removal of any material that is poorly bonded, peeling or flaking. All traces
of removed markings that may conflict with the new pavement markings
shall be removed and the remaining surface shall be left approximating the
contiguous surface (SP 1 – SP 6 profile pattern) with only surface shadowing that will normally fade and blend with the surrounding oxidized surface
over time are accepted. Existing pavement markings shall be removed to
the percentage specified by the Engineer, accepting that requiring 100%
removal will cause more pavement surface damage to the pavement due to
the final 10% of material remaining being the most difficult to remove when
the surfaces are not flat.
The percentage of removal will be accepted as follows:
Reducing thick markings: 85-90% Installing a new color: 90-95%
Installing
a new
material: 90-100% Overlaying a new surface: 90-100%
©2015 Smith
Manufacturing
Removing obsolete markings: 95-100% Changing marking patters: 90-100%
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Preparing New Asphalt or Concrete Pavement Surfaces for markings
Asphalt Surfaces:
Surface preparation includes the removal of any dirt, oil, films, paint, coatings, cure, sealer, sound and unsound asphalt and other materials that will
interfere with the adhesion or penetration of any sealer, coating or marking
material. The surface shall be profiled using a dry mechanical abrasion
process to open the pore structure of the substrate and establish profiles
suitable for the application of the specified marking material recommended
by the manufacturer.
Concrete Surfaces:
Surface preparation includes the removal of any laitance, dirt, oil, films,
paint, coatings, sound and unsound concrete and other materials that will
interfere with the adhesion or penetration of any sealer, coating or marking
material. The surface shall be profiled to open the pore structure of the
substrate and establish profiles and remain in a dry condition prior to the
application of a primer, sealer or surface preparation adhesive of the type
recommended by the manufacturer. Offset longitudinal lines at least 2
inches from any longitudinal joints.
Removal Requirements for Re-Marking in SAME location:
Before re-marking over existing markings in same location, the existing
markings shall not be excessively thick, loose, flaking or blistering, have excessive cracking, chipping or discoloration, surface films or contaminants,
have poor adhesion to the pavement, nor loss of reflectivity or vehicular
damage and meets current marking dimensional sizes, then the markings
can be re-marked provided it is with the same marking material specs as
recommended by the manufacturer. If these conditions are not met, then
the markings shall be permanently removed and replaced.
Removal Requirements for Re-Marking in NEW location:
If markings must be removed and not re-applied in the same location,
the markings must be removed using a method that will not cause deep
scars where water can accumulate or pond. All traces of removed markings that may conflict with any new markings, shall be removed and the
remaining surface shall be left approximating the contiguous surface (SP
1 – SP 6 profile pattern) with only surface shadowing that will normally fade
and blend with the surrounding oxidized surface over time are accepted.
Painting over to match the existing pavement surface or using heat or an
open flame to remove the existing pavement markings to blackout, hide, or
disguise markings is unacceptable.
Dust and Debris Collection:
Any dust producing removal operations shall provide a positive means to
control airborne dust with use of a dust collector attached to the removal
equipment. Accumulation of heavier debris, accumulated piles of any
debris on the surface or from the right of way as a result from the removal
operation shall be collected and disposed of in accordance with applicable
Federal, State, and Local regulations, at no additional cost.
Field Testing:
Conduct field tests before, during and after the surface is prepared and
prior to the applications of the markings with provisions provided under this
specification and acceptable engineering practices. Should the surface
conditions of clean, dry and profiled not be met, the Inspector shall give
immediate same day notice for the Contractor to remedy at Contractor’s
expense and prior to receiving acceptance notice.
Final Markings:
Apply all final markings immediately upon acceptance of the surface preparation after field-testing approval and prior to opening
the road to traffic.
Observation Period, Method of Measurement, Acceptance and Payment:
The observation period shall begin with the satisfactory completion and
acceptance of the work and end prior to the installation of the markings.
The quantities to be paid for will be the area, in square feet, of prepared
surfaces for markings removed and accepted by the Engineer. A separate
unit price shall be provided for the repair of any pre-existing failed surface
conditions, under or adjoining the pavement markings. For each percentage of removal required, a separate unit price shall be provided. The unit
prices shall be full compensation for all work specified to include furnishing
all material, labor, equipment, tools and incidentals, waste disposal work
and for necessary to complete the item to the percentage specified and
to the satisfaction of the Engineer. Payment will be made under the items
specified in the Bid Price Proposal.

airfields.SMITHmfg.com
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Removal Selection Guide

How Will Kirk Removed Airfield Markings

SM

MANUFACTURING
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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE

“Faster than a waterblaster,
our X3 removes stripes,
NOT the road.”

Knowing what machine, cutter, set-up pattern and removal process to bring to the job is essential. This Removal
Selection Guide will help you best manage job expectations before starting, bidding, or while completing the job.
Simply answer some or all of the 20 common job questions to help you select the right equipment, cutter tool
and removal process. After submitting the form, you will receive an answer collected from a database of best
contractor practices.
The goal of this guide is to help you save time, money, and help you achieve the right surface profiles on your
current or future jobs.

– Will Kirk, Asphalt Management Corp.
What material are
you removing?

❑ Asphalt
❑ Build-ups
❑ Coatings
❑ Cold-plastics
❑ Concrete
❑ Concrete forms

❑ Dirt, Oil or Grease
❑ Epoxy
❑ Flaking paint
❑ High-spots
❑ Mastics or Glues
❑ Mortar or Grouts

❑ Non-skids
❑ Overlays
❑ Preform tapes
❑ Polyurea
❑ Prep surfaces
❑ Raised sidewalks

❑ Sealer or Cures
❑ Surface-marks
❑ Thermoplastic
❑ Traffic paints
❑

What surface are
you working on?

❑ Balconies or Decks
❑ Brick or Pavers
❑ Commercial floors
❑ Dairy barns

❑ Dense-grade HMA
❑ Ice
❑ Open-grade HMA
❑ Roughen concrete

❑ Sidewalks/Walkways
❑ Slurry, chip, fog seals
❑ Smooth concrete
❑ Stamped surface

❑ Steel surfaces
❑ Tined concrete
❑ Uneven surfaces
❑ Wood floors

Age of surface?

❑ 0 – 30 days

❑ 1 – 12 months

❑ 1 – 4 years

❑

Surface condition?

❑ Smooth

❑ Tined

❑ Rough

❑

Ambient conditions?

❑ Wet

❑ Dry

❑ Temperature

Will toppings be applied?

❑ No

❑ Yes

❑ Type

Your removal depth?

❑ -1/4" - 0"

❑ 0” - 1/8”

❑ 1/8” - 1/4”

Working altitude?

❑ Below sea level
❑ 0 – 500 feet

❑ 501 – 2,000 feet
❑ 2,001 – 5,000 feet

❑ 5,001 – 15,000 feet
❑ 15,001 +

o

o

F

C

❑

Desired finished profile?

Brush, Acid Etch
Grind
Fine Erase, Shave, Prep-itsm, Light Blast
Medium Erase, Very Fine (Strip, Mill, Scrape),
Light/Medium Blast
SP5 Coarse Erase, Fine Scarify, Medium-Blast
Fine (Strip, Mill, Scrape)
SP6 Medium Scarify, Medium-Heavy Blast,
Medium (Strip, Mill, Scrape)
SP7 Medium-Coarse Scarify, Heavy Blast Coarse
(Strip, Mill, Scrape)
SP8 Coarse Scarify, Scabble, Fine Plane
SP9 Very-Coarse Scarify, Medium Plane
SP10 Coarse Plane
SP1
SP2
SP3
SP4

HERE’S HOW WILL DID IT:
“We purchased a SMITH X3 instead of a waterblaster or grinding truck to
remove the airfield markings on the island of Ascension, one of the most
remote locations on earth.
After many months of exhaustive research we concluded the SMITH X3
equipment will meet the remedial expectations of the Air Force considering
the beginning/ending surface conditions.
Set up and operational confidence in the SMITH X3 allowed us to establish
and achieve completion goals while flight operations continued.
The final surface was removed of markings without unsightly grooving or
undulations for same day re-stripe.”
TRUCK

SKIDLOADER

DINGO

PICK-UP/VAN

❑ SP1

❑ SP2

❑ SP3

❑ SP4

❑ SP5

❑ SP6

❑ SP7

❑ SP8

❑ SP9

❑ SP10

Will dust need to be collected?

❑ No

❑ Yes

❑ Yes–HEPA

Walls or obstacles?
Your power needs?
When does your job start?
When will your job end?

❑ No

❑ Yes

❑ Type

❑ Air

❑ Electric

❑ Gas

❑ 0–5 Days

❑ 6–29 Days

❑ 30–60 Days

❑

❑ 0–5 Days

❑ 6–29 Days

❑ 30–60 Days

❑

Daily production needs?
Your labor experience?
Got equipment?

❑ 0–99 SF

❑ 100–999 SF

❑ 1000–9,999 SF+

❑

❑ None
❑ No

❑ Novice: 0-1 yr
❑ Yes

❑ Apprentice: 1-4 yr

❑ Expert: 5+ yrs

❑ Make/Model

Got cutters?
Capital budget?
Cutter budget?

❑ No

❑ Yes

❑ Type/Qty.

❑ 0 to $1,999

❑ $2,000 to $4,999

❑ $5,000 to $14,999

❑

❑ 0 to $1,999

❑ $2,000 to $4,999

❑ $5,000 to $14,999

❑

❑ Propane

RemoveFaster.com
©2019 Smith Manufacturing
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(SP1-10) by selecting the right cutter drum, offset
spacing pattern (F, M, C, X) and removal process. Cutters can be set inline to
groove, and to narrower widths. Adding spacers increases cutter penetration.
(F) - 0 spacer; (M) - 1 spacer; (C) - 2 spacers; (X) - 3 spacers.

MSRP
F

M

C

X

(contact your SMITH Representative for special promotional prices)

Drum
Style
Cutters
Plane-It ™

Shave-It ™

Carbide
Scrapers

Carbide
Picks

Diamond
Shavers

F M C

F M

OFFSET

F M

SP3-6

SP3-6

SP3-6

SP9-10

SP3 – 4

Long

Long

Long

Long

Long

Long

$$

$$

$$

$$$

$$

$$$

Cure-It ™

Finish-It ™

Finish-It ™

Flail-It ™

Strip-It ™

Mill-It ™

Scrape-It ™

Best Cutter
Selection

Wire Brush

Star Steel
Cutters

Blunt Steel
Cutters

Carbide
Flails

4N1 Carbide
Full-Widths

Carbide
Millers

Cutter Drum
Setup/Style

F

F M C

F M C

F M C X

F M

SP1

SP3-5

SP3-5

SP4-9

Short

Short

Short

$

$

$

Easy

Easy

Easy

Dirt, oil, grease,
sealer, cure,

Brush blast,
cleaning, paints,
cures, dirt, grease,
sealer, cure

Brush blast,
cleaning, paints,
cures, dirt, grease,
sealer, cure

A•C•S•O

A•C•S•O

A•C•S•O

Service Life
Cost
Ease of Use
Best For:
A - Asphalt
C - Concrete
S - Steel
O - Other

Easy
Hard surfaces,
paints, coatings,
epoxies, leveling,

A•C•O

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Easy

Moderate

Stripping, control
depth, grooving,
cleaning, coating
and paint removal

Soft surfaces,
coatings, tapes,
thermosets,
thermoplastics

Mastics, glues,
tapes, thermosets,
plastics, joint
compounds

Leveling,
bulk removal,
fracturing

Leveling,
grooving, grinding,
shaving without
microcracking

A•C

A•C

A•C

C

Rotary
Style
Cutters
Erase-It ™

Erase-It ™

Erase-It ™

Plane-It ™

Best Cutter
Selection

Wire Brush
Rotary Disc

Carbide Pin
Rotary Bits

Carbide Pin
Rotary Bits

Carbide Pin
Rotary Bits

Carbide Pick
Rotary Disc

Cutter Style

6 BRUSHES

216-PIN

144-PIN

72-PIN

OFFSET

SP0-1

SP3-6

SP4-7

SP5-8

SP3

Short

Long

Long

Long

Long

$

$$$

$$

$$

$$

Cost

SMITH LNX8 Eraser 13 HP gas power
SMITH X1 Eraser (low-flow) hydraulic power

Ease of Use

Moderate

Easy

Easy

Easy

Moderate

Best For:
A - Asphalt
C - Concrete
S - Steel

Dirt, oil, grease,
sealer, cure,

Coatings/paints,
non-skids,
surface marks

Thermosets,
thermoplastics,
overlays,
high-build paints

Thick coatings,
thermoplastics,
thermosets, tapes

Hard material,
surface leveling,
bulk removal

C

A•C

A

A•C•O

A•C•S•O
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X3
CALL FOR PRICE
CALL FOR PRICE

(or 22HP gas)

CALL FOR PRICE

Add the following options to your SMITH X3 Eraser:
1. Dust and Vacuum Attachment with hoses to X3 Eraser (select one of the following)
a. M
 V1000 Dust collection vacuum system with separator and removed paint pick-up wand with propane generator – (plus cost
of generator) CALL FOR PRICE
b. MV5500 Gas powered vacuum system with separator and hoses – CALL FOR PRICE
2. Dual Camera and video monitor guidance system with mounting bracket to X3 – CALL FOR PRICE
3. Side-to-side-shifting feathering hydraulic control arm for up to 30” removal widths without repositioning truck – CALL FOR PRICE
4. PLC Actuating Controls for automatic surface prep stops, starts, depth control and side-to-side movement – CALL FOR PRICE
5. Front bumper mount the SMITH X3 to most models of pick-ups or trucks – $7,500.00
6. Bobcat ToolCat Skid loader 4WD with hydraulic high flow and bed – $60,000.00 (cost estimate from Bobcat)

All machines include set of Erase-it cutter spindle assemblies.
Terms are CIA, FOB Factory Pompano Beach, FL 33069 USA.
Special leasing offer through Marlin Leasing or through Authorized SMITH Representatives.
Prices, part numbers and descriptions are subject to change without notice.
Please refer to complete terms and conditions available on website.

SMITH drums are available for all machine makes and models. Contact your
SMITH Representative for the best cutter selection for your equipment and job.

©2019 Smith Manufacturing

X1

SMITH X3 Triple Eraser (high-flow) hydraulic
Cure-It ™

Service Life

LNX8

SMITHmfg.com
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SMITH
X1

5

6 1

SMITH
LNX8

Profile

Rotary Bits-72 Pin

Rotary Style

PN: 169068.3000

7 2

ROTATION

Service Life

SMITH
X3

™
Erase-It
Carbide Pins

8 3

Cost

Ease of Use

Best For *

*90 - 250 mils
(thermosets, thermoplastics,
preform tapes, thick coatings)

PN: PM3000

9 4 10 5

Profile finish on a 3000 psi concrete surface.
Scale will move one to two SP numbers
to more coarse or fine, depending on PSI
hardness and/or aggregate composition.

Rotary Bits-144 Pin
PN: 169068.3001

6

8

7

ROTATION

Cutter Style

Profile

Service Life

Cost

Ease of Use

Best For *

*30 -90 mils
(thermosets, thermoplastics,
overlays, high-build paints)

PN: PM3001

Surface Hardness

Surface Hardness

SMITH FS351

™
Erase-It
Carbide Pins

Achieving the selected profile while removing surface contaminants may require a variety of cutter styles while operating
in the “cutter impact zone.” For more details, contact your SMITH Representative, and visit us at www.smithmfg.com

Achieving the selected profile while removing surface contaminants may require a variety of cutter styles while operating
in the “cutter impact zone.” For more details, contact your SMITH Representative, and visit us at www.smithmfg.com

Cutter Style

SMITH
X1

RO
TAT
ION

Rotary Style

SMITH
X3

RO
TAT
ION

SMITH
LNX8

Profile finish on a 3000 psi concrete surface.
Scale will move one to two SP numbers
to more coarse or fine, depending on PSI
hardness and/or aggregate composition.

LIFE

LIFE

© 2015 SMITH Manufacturing. All rights reserved.

© 2015 SMITH Manufacturing. All rights reserved.
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SMITH
X1

™
Erase-It
Carbide Pins

RO
TAT
ION

Rotary Style

3

SMITH
LNX8

SMITH
X3

4

PN: 169068.3002

5

6

8

7

Achieving the selected profile while removing surface contaminants may require a variety of cutter styles while operating
in the “cutter impact zone.” For more details, contact your SMITH Representative, and visit us at www.smithmfg.com

Cutter Style

Profile

Service Life

Cost

Ease of Use

Best For

9

Wire Brush Rotary Disc
PN: X3.00.101A

ROTATION

10 0

Achieving the selected profile while removing surface contaminants may require a variety of cutter styles while operating
in the “cutter impact zone.” For more details, contact your SMITH Representative, and visit us at www.smithmfg.com

*

Cutter Style

Profile

Service Life

Cost

Ease of Use

0

*≤ 30 mils
(coatings, paints, thermosets,
non-skids, surface marks)

PN: PM3002

SMITH
X3

Cure-It™

Rotary Style

Rotary Bits-216 Pin

ROTATION

SMITH
X1

RO
TA
TI
ON

SMITH
LNX8

*Dirt, oil, grease, sealer,
cure, flaking paint

PN: X3.00.101.00A

Surface Hardness

Profile finish on a 3000 psi concrete surface.
Scale will move one to two SP numbers
to more coarse or fine, depending on PSI
hardness and/or aggregate composition.

Best For *

Surface Hardness

LIFE

Profile finish on a 3000 psi concrete surface.
Scale will move one to two SP numbers
to more coarse or fine, depending on PSI
hardness and/or aggregate composition.

© 2015 SMITH Manufacturing. All rights reserved.
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ASSESS THESE REQUIREMENTS BEFORE BIDDING!
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®
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Cutters / Removers / Parts / Support

SMITH
LNX8

SMITH
X1

SMITH
X3

Substrate condition
The condition of the substrate, including the presence of unsound asphalt, concrete, bond-inhibiting
materials, substrate deterioration, cracking, and surface contaminants need to be evaluated to determine the nature and degree of preparation required. The surface-preparation method must provide a
clean, sound substrate with a surface profile appropriate for the material being installed.

™
Plane-It
Carbide Pick

Rotary Style

4

Project Evaluation
Asphalt and concrete surface conditions, material requirements and jobsite conditions will vary for
each project. Most projects will have unique conditions and requirements that must be evaluated
to determine which surface preparation methods are suitable for the project and which will ensure
the long-term success of the new pavement marking and/or repair material. More than one removal
method may be capable of producing the desired results.

Material requirements
Surface-preparation requirements may vary with the selected material. The manufacturer of the marking material may have specific requirements for surface preparation – including the surface profile
and moisture sensitivity – and should be consulted. Proper surface preparation could also impact the
manufacturer’s warranty. The properties and application requirements of the selected protective system or repair material must be determined prior to the selection of a surface-preparation method.

Rotary Disc
PN: X3.00.120.66A

5

6

ROTATION

3
7

8

Profile

Service Life

Cost

Ease of Use

Best For *

*Hard material, surface
leveling, bulk removal

PN: MB69

Surface Hardness

Profile finish on a 3000 psi concrete surface.
Scale will move one to two SP numbers
to more coarse or fine, depending on PSI
hardness and/or aggregate composition.

9

10

Evaluate Surface-Preparation Methods
Selecting the removal methods that will provide a clean, sound substrate, as well as optimize the success of the installation of new pavement marking material requires knowledge of the preparation options. Consideration of the SP Methods Selection Table provides data on the capabilities, limitations,
operating requirements, and environmental considerations for each method.

Achieving the selected profile while removing surface contaminants may require a variety of cutter styles while operating
in the “cutter impact zone.” For more details, contact your SMITH Representative, and visit us at www.smithmfg.com

Cutter Style

Job-site requirements
Noise, vibration, dust, water, and even fumes may be generated by various preparation methods. The
need for uninterrupted use of the roadway or parking structure, concerns about the operating environment, or the potential for damage to the surface or property will limit the selections. The release of
hazardous contaminants such as dust or lead paints in the preparation process should be considered.

LIFE

Select and Specify Surface Preparation Methods
The final specifications are based on substrate conditions, surface profile range, marking materials,
and other jobsite requirements. They should all be clearly defined, along with testing and inspection
methods to evaluate the completed prepared surface.
Quality Control
The surface pads or photos of the SP 1- 10 profiles provide benchmarks for the required surface
preparation profiles. Tensile bond tests may be used to verify if deteriorated or damaged asphalt or
concrete has been removed. The cost of adding more surface preparation to the contract will be significantly less than the cost of correcting a failure after the marking material has been installed.

© 2015 SMITH Manufacturing. All rights reserved.
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Find a Qualified Contractor to do the work for you?
Please contact SMITH Manufacturing for a qualified, experienced quality contractor at 800-653-9311.

Find an Authorized SMITH Reseller to Buy Equipment?
Please contact SMITH Manufacturing for the name of a qualified Reseller at 800-653-9311.

Share your Removal Experiences
We know that removal is hard work. When following the SMITHing process, you know that the work can be performed
faster, easier, safer and more cost-effectively. If you believe that your operations can improve, we encourage you to participate in our Free Removal Analysis and visit www.smithmfg.com under ‘downloads.’
To share your experiences with others so we all can continue to improve removal and surface preparation work, visit
www.smithmfg.com

References:
Important and relevant information on surface preparation is available by referencing the following codes, standards,
and guidelines:
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), West Conshohocken, PA
ASTM D 4258 “Practice for Surface Cleaning Concrete for Coating”
ASTM D 4260 “Standard practice for Acid Etching Concrete”
ASTM D 4261 “Practice for Surface Cleaning unit masonry for Coating”
ASTM D 4262 “Test method for pH of Chemically cleaned or etched concrete surfaces”
The Society for Protective Coatings (SSPC), Pittsburgh, Pa.
SSPC-SP 13 Surface Preparation of Concrete
SSPC-TU 2/NACE 6G197 Design, Installation, and Maintenance of Coating Systems for Concrete Used in Secondary
Containment
International Concrete Repair Institute (ICRI) Farmington Hills, MI
Technical Guide #03732 “ Selecting and specifying concrete surface preparation for sealers, coatings and polymer
overlays
Technical Guide #03730 “ Guide for surface preparation for the repair of deteriorated concrete resulting from reinforcing steel corrosion
American Association State Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO), Washington, DC
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Manual of Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), Washington, DC
SMITH Manufacturing Company, 1610 S. Dixie Highway, Pompano Beach, FL 33060
Phone: 800-653-9311 | Email: cutters@smithmfg.com | Website: www.RemoveFaster.com
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